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Summary
In the digital economy, business is data driven.
To make informed decisions and respond rapidly
to changing business conditions, employees
need relevant analytics in real time. But for
most organizations, analytics lack enterprisewide penetration. So how can your IT group
extend analytics to the widest possible base
of business users and deliver the insight
needed for better, faster decision making?
The SAP® Analytics Hub solution can help.

Solution
•• Simplified access to analytics through a
single home page with links to analytics from
multiple sources
•• IT-enabled community of users to manage
the lifecycle of analytics for validation,
curation, and certification
•• Quick implementation and easy user
monitoring to increase adoption

Objectives
•• Speed fact-based decision making to keep
pace with rapidly evolving business conditions
•• Empower the workforce with actionable
insight delivered at the right time and place
•• Improve trust in analytics so that users can
act with confidence

Overview

Benefits
•• Better business decisions based on accurate,
relevant insight into data
•• IT control with self-governance structures
and tools that empower users
•• A single version of the truth and a data-driven
culture
•• A path to the cloud with flexible hybrid
deployment options
Learn more
Call your SAP representative or visit us online
at www.sap.com/analytics-hub.
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Build a Data-Driven Culture with Analytics
for All
Smart organizations in the digital economy
understand that data is opportunity. The trick
is using this data to drive insight – not just for
a select few, but for everyone throughout the
enterprise. The SAP® Analytics Hub solution
gives you the tools you need to make analytics
available to all, so that people within your company can make better, faster decisions based
on facts.

SAP Analytics Hub runs on the SAP Analytics
Cloud solution – but the choice is yours to
access analytics on premise, in the cloud, or
both. Either way, you can get up and running
quickly. The solution also helps your IT team
govern all analytics. Yet at the same time, it
frees IT from mundane tasks by empowering
users to access the analytics they need on
their own and manage the lifecycle for content
curation and validation.

With SAP Analytics Hub, your IT group can
maximize analytics adoption by simplifying
access. Users get a single home page with tiles
linking to analytics pulled from internal and
external sources. Rich descriptions let users
identify the right analytic assets they need,
with information like data sources, technical
and business owners, or how to get authorization
to access it. IT, meanwhile, can use an audit trail
to review popularity and track adoption rates.

The end result is a data-driven culture. Decisions
are made based on a single version of the truth,
and users are more aligned with company
strategy – which helps your business succeed
in a constantly evolving digital economy.
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